
Anglais 
 
 
Épreuves orales 
 
 
 
Série Lettres et arts 
 
 
Les textes proposés sont extraits de : 
 
The American Prospect 
-“Federal Contract Workers and the Fight For a Living Wage” (15/04/2015) 
-“A Talent for Storytelling” (automne 2014) 
 
American Thinker 
-“Big Brother in Virginia (27/12/2014) 
-“Thought Control in Higher Education” (20/10/2014) 
 
The New York Times 
-“White Forces in Mostly Black Towns: Police Struggle for Racial Diversity” (9/9/2014) 
 
The Nation 
-“Why I’m ready – and Excited- for Hillary” (2/6/2015) 
-“Bernie Sanders Has a Plan: Tax Wall Street and Make College Free” (19/05/2015) 
 
Project Syndicate 
-“Inequality and the American Child” (11/12/2014) 
 
The new Statesman 
-“The culture wars of the left have contributed to Labour becoming unelectable” (10/06/2015) 
-“Women at Westminster : 191 down, 459 to go” (1/06/2015) 
 
The Los Angeles Times 
-“Can Rubio or Bush help Republicans finally win the Latino vote in 2016?” (10/05/2015) 
-« To Protect our privacy, make the FISA court act like a real court » (20/03/2015) 
 
The Guardian 
- “UK prisoners banned from voting not entitled to compensation” (10/02/2015) 
-“Eleven countries studied, one inescapable conclusion – the drug laws don’t work” 30/10/2014) 
-“How restorative justice is steering young offenders away from crime” (17/09/2014) 
 
The Independent 
-“Katerine ‘The Great’ Garret-Cox claims attacks over her pay are down to her gender” (14/05/2015) 
 
The New York Review of Books 
-“Baltimore: What Hasn’t Changed” (9/06/2015) 
-“The Cost of Child Poverty” (8/05/2015) 
 
The Spectator 
-“From ambrosia to zabaglione –now with added slavery” (13/06/2015) 
-“Treat the NHS as a religion, and you give it the right to run your life” (6/06/2015)   
            
     
The Telegraph 
-“Labour’s problem was not a bad leader but a dying party” (3/06/2015) 
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The Observer 
-“Five million votes, two seats : smaller parties demand a change in the rules » (9/05/2015) 
 
 

 
Série langues vivantes 
 
 
Explication d’un texte d’auteur (LV1) 
 
William Shakespeare, Othello  
-I.3.129-190 de “ her father loved me …“ à “ …I have done) ”. 
-I.3.115-170 de “I do beseech you …” à “..I have used)”. 
-V.2.300-357 de “Demand me nothing.” à “…upon a kiss.)”. 
-III.4.46-103 de “A liberal hand.” à “…the loss if it.”. 
- I.3.244-301 de “Most gracious Duke” à “…obey the time)”. 
- III.3.394-454 de “I see, sir…” à “…blood, blood.)”. 
- V.2.43-103 de “Alas, why gnaw you” à “…the curtains draw.)”. 
- IV.3.16-78 de “Would you had never” à “…the whole world !)”. 
- III.3.416-482 de “I will go on” à “…your own for ever.”. 
- III.3.119-173 de “My lord, you know” à “…O misery !)”. 
- I.2.1-57 de “Though in the trade” à “…Down with him, thief !)”. 
- I.1.5-64 de “Thou told’st me” à “…not what I am”. 
- I.3.48-107 de “Here comes Brabantio…” à “…wrought upon her”. 
  
 
E.M. Foster, A Room with a View 
- p. 25-26 de “ What are we to do with him? …” à “…Poor girl!”. 
- p.138-139, de “The Sunday after…” à “…church protesting”. 
- p.19-20 de “Now she entered…” à “ …Mr Emerson’s reply.”. 
- p.120-122 de “Is it worth it ?...” à “…Hi! Ladies !”. 
- p.81-82 de “The curtains parted…” à “…would be discussed”. 
- p.37-38  de “Mr Beebe was right…” à “…familiar to her.”. 
- p. 61-63 de “Dove ?, said Lucy…” à “…against the view”. 
- p.41-42  de “He was silent…” à “…was suggesting some unexpected melody to her ears”. 
- p.28-30  de “A very wet afternoon…” à “…Poor Charlotte will be sopped,’ was Lucy’s reply.”. 
- p.100-101  de “Presently they came…” à “…they had ever had.”. 
- p.38-40  de “Nothing ever happens…” à “…I come back ».”. 
- p.144-145  de “She closed the instrument…” à “…the Weald looked !.”. 
- p.54-55  de “Chapter VI…” à “…Oh no. I am here as a tourist.”. 
- p.113-114  de “The grandchildren asked her to play…” à “…Darkness enveloped the flat”. 
 
 
E. Bishop, Poems – Geography III 
- Night City, p. 187-188 
- One Art, p.198 
- Crusoe in England, p.185-186, de “Just when I thought…” à “…come March.”. 
- Crusoe in England, p.183-184, de “The sun set in the sea…” à “…when I got back was look it up”. 
- Objects & Apparitions, p.201-202 
 
E. Bishop, Poems – Questions of Travel 
- Electrical Storm, p.98 
- Sestina, p.121-122 
- Arrival at Santos, p.87-88 
- The Armadillo, p 101-102 de “This is the time of year” à “…clenched ignorant against the sky !”. 
- Manners, p. 119-120 de “My grandfather said to me…” à “…as our good manners required.”. 
- Questions of  Travel , p. 91-92 de “There are too many waterfalls…” à “…The whittled fantasies of wooden 
cages.”. 
- Squatter’s Children, p.93  de “On the unbreathing sides of hills…” à “…your rights in rooms of falling rain”. 
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- Twelfth Morning ; or What You Will, p.108-109  de “Like a first coat of whitewash when it’s wet…” à “…the 
Day of Kings’”. 
- First Death in Nova Scotia, p.123-124  de “In the cold, cold parlor…” à “…and the roads deep in snow?”. 
 
 
 

 
Analyse d’un texte hors programme (LV1) 
 
Les textes proposés sont extraits de :  
 
AL.com 

- “ Alabama Supreme Court first in nation to defy federal court gay marriage order ” (6/03/2015) 
- “ 

 
The Nation 
“Theocracy Versus Democracy : How the reckless Hobby Lobby decision has excited the imagination of the 
right wing”  (3/04/2015) 
-“After the Midterms: Time to Fight Back” (24/11/2014) 
-“  

 
 
The Financial Times 
 

- “ Federalism fit for a kingdom” (29/09/2014) 
- “  

 
Los Angeles Times 
-“ On Obamacare, could all Democrats really be as clueless as Sen. Schumer?” (26/11/2014) 
-“Bill would abolish vaccination exemption for parents’ personal beliefs” (04/02/2015) 
-“ House abortion bill switch reveals emerging clout of moderate Republicans” (22/01/2015) 
 
 
The Spectator 
-“ Down with la laïcité — to beat Islamism, we need a secularism that encourages religion” (16/01/2015) 
- “ A miracle at work” (21/03/2015) 
 
 
The Telegraph 
-“ 'Privacy law' may need rewriting due to modern technology, says senior judge” (26/08/2014) 
-“ Scottish nationalism has prospered because British identity has withered” (16/09/2014) 
-“ David Cameron facing a 'nightmare' over EU referendum” (24/05/2015) 
 -“  Only the Tories can rise to Ukip’s challenge” (10/10/2014) 
 
The Independent 
“ Magical thinking now dominates our politics” (19/02/2015) 
-“ Great council house sell-off scandal: Right-to-buy council houses leave nowhere for poor to live” 
(31/10/2014) 
-“ EU referendum: Brussels delighted as Nicola Sturgeon warns of second independence vote in event of UK 
exit” (2/06/2015) 
 
Bloomberg View.com 
-“ Best State for Business? Yes, California” (12/03/2015) 

-“ 

The Washington Post 
-“ Let’s talk about bridges, not burrito bowls” (23/04/2015) 
-“ GOP contenders talk tough, offer few specifics on national security” (13/05/2015) 
-“ How Hobby Lobby paved the way for Indiana’s ‘religious freedom’ bill” (27/03/2015) 
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Opendemocracy.net 
-“ Migrant “cockroaches” and the need to tame tabloid hate” (27/04/2015) 
-“  
 
The National Review 
-“ Bruce ‘Caitlyn’ Jenner Needs Our Prayers, Not Our Applause” (2/06/2015) 
-“ 
 
The New Yorker 
-“ Why Did Michael Brown Die in Ferguson?” (11/08/2014) 
-“  
 
The Houston Chronicle 
-“ Covert warfare coming to Texas sparks some fears of federal takeover” (25/03/2015) 
 
The Economist 
-“ The English reformation” (22/11/2014) 
-“  
 
The Hill.com 
-“ Pope Francis drives a wedge between Catholic Church, GOP” (31/12/2014) 
-“  
 
The NewYork Times 
-“ Walmart Raising Wage to at Least $9” ( 19/02/2015) 
-“ 1.5 Million Missing Black Men” (20/04/2015) 
 
 
The Herald Scotland 
-“ Numbers working for less than the living wage a wrong that must be righted, promptly” (19/05/2015) 
-“ 
 
The Observer 
-“  Many Scots will vote SNP hoping to help Labour rediscover its soul” (22/03/2015) 
 
The New Statesman 
-“ The inspiring young feminist who took back the beach from Protein World” (3/05/2015) 
 
The Sunday Times 
-“ What do we want ?  To silence anyone who talks like Cumberbatch” (1/02/2015) 
-“ 
 
The Wall Street Journal 
-“ Ted Cruz Announces 2016 GOP Presidential Bid” (23/03/2015)  
 
The Guardian 
-“ Magna Carta: 800 years on, we need a new people’s charter” (23/01/2015) 
-“ One student has a shrine to Caroline Lucas in their room” (9/04/2015) 
-“  I fear this election is turning me into an English nationalist” (27/04/20105) 
 
ThinkProgress.com 
-“ Alabama’s Abortion Law Puts Minors on Trial and Gives Their Fetuses a Lawyer” (2/10/2014) 
 
The New Republic 
-“ President Obama’s Unproductive Statements About his Productive Immigration Policy” (19/02/2015) 
 
Independent Online 
-“ Prince Charles ‘black spider’ letters published: After 10-years legal battle memos finally reveal the extent of 
royal ‘meddling’” (14/05/2015) 
 
The Times 
-“ Labour mustn’t nod along with Tory schemes” (25/05/2015) 
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New York Observer 
-“ Bratton and de Blasio Announce NYPD Shift Away From Small Marijuana Arrests” (10/11/2014) 
 
 
Analyse d’un texte hors programme (LV2) 
 
The Nation 
-“After the Midterms: Time to Fight Back” (24/11/2014) 
 
Financial Times 
-“ Give up the dogma of the unshrinkable state” (9/12/2014) 
-“ Tyrants will find the key to the internet’s back door” (3/02/2015) 
 
The Independent 
-“ BBC survived Margaret Thatcher’s hostility but still faces political opposition (05/01/2015)  
 
The Washington Post 
-“ Want to do something about income inequality? Start tipping more.” (4/05/2015) 
-“ The clash of “religious freedom” and civil rights in Indiana” (30/03/2015) 
-“ Something is stirring in the religious world” (13/05/2015) 
-“ A summer break from campus muzzling” (29/05/2015) 
 
The Nation 
-“ Stop the War on Baltimore” (6/05/2015) 
-“ Wanted: A Challenge to Clinton” (25/11/2014) 
 
The New Yorker 
-“ Warren Weinstein and the Long Drone War” (23/03/2015) 
 
The Economist 
-“ Britain is running out of friends in Europe just when it needs them most” (15/11/2014) 
-“ Bagehot – Multicultural and aggrieved” (24/01/2015) 
-“ Double, double, oil and trouble” (18/04/2015) 
-“ Barak Obama runs a red light” (22/11/2014) 
-“ Bagehot – Ho for the open sea!” (1/11/2014) 
-“ Bagehot – Mightily different” (17/01/2015) 
 
 
The NewYork Times 
-“ I Am Not Charlie Hebdo” (8/01/2015) 
-“ Race, Class and Neglect” (4/05/2015) 
- “Bobby Jindal : I’m Holding Firm Against Gay Marriage”, (23/4/2015) 
 
 
International NewYork Times 
-“ Pardon those who tortured” (10/12/2014) 
 
The Observer 
-“ The union is once again at risk – thanks to Labour” (7/03/2015) 
  
 
The New Statesman 
-“ Britain’s climate sceptics’ dishonest tactics need to stop” (20/03/2015) 
-“ Labour lost the working-class vote a long time ago” (12/05/2015) 
-“ Why ambivalence is the dark matter of political debate” (22/09/2014) 
-  “Kate Hoey  : Labour has become an “extremely unpatriotic” party”, by George Eaton, (June 2015) 
 
The Wall Street Journal 
-“ House authorizes suit against Obama” (-/08/2014) 
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The Guardian 
-“ Nigel Farage criticises FGM and sharia courts in UK” (14/01/2015) 
-“ Unless it acts now, Labour could end up like the Tories: haunted by Europe” (12/05/2015) 
 
The Daily Telegraph 
-“ History will judge Nick Clegg more kindly than the voters have” (8/05/2015) 
 

 
 

Série Sciences humaines 
 
 
 
Les textes proposés sont extraits de : 
 
The Washington Post 
-Poll: D.C. voters poised to legalize pot, elevating national debate over marijuana, (18/09/14) 
-Obama to Supreme Court: You Wouldn’t dare kill Obamacare, (09/06/15) 
 
National Review 
-Baltimore Is Just the Latest Target in Obama’s Civil-Rights Crusade against Police Departments, (09/05/15) 
-No, Mrs. Obama, America’s Museums Aren’t Racially Discriminatory, (08/05/15) 
-Why the Left Won’t Call Rioters ‘Thugs’, (05/05/15) 
 
The New York Times 
-Diversity at Sundance Doesn’t Carry Over to Hollywood, (27/01/15) 
-Gay Marriages Near Halt in Alabama After State Court Ruling, (04/03/15) 
-Black Culture Is Not the Problem, (01/05/15) 
-Battle Over Immigration Poses Risks for G.O.P., (14/11/14) 
-The Solid South Will Rise Again, (19/11/14) 
-Reagan, Obama and Inequality, (21/01/15) 
-Talk of Wealth Gap Prods the G.O.P. to Refocus, (21/01/15) 
 
The Nation 
-NSA Reform Is Blocked by Constitutionally Disinclined Senate Republicans, (19/11/14) 
-It’s Not Just Fergusson, (05/03/15) 
-Even Red-State Voters Want to Raise the Minimum Wage, (15/10/14) 
-Fifty Years After Bloody Sunday in Selma, Everything and Nothing Has Changed, (25/02/15) 
-‘Immigrants’ Greatest Fear Isn’t What You Think, (09/03/15) 
 
The New Statesman 
-Solving the housing crisis will be at the heart of my mayoralty, (05/06/15) 
-Women at Westminster: 191 down, 459 to go, (01/06/15) 
-There are big questions to answer for Manchester’s new mayor, (08/06/15) 
-What can be done about the rising number of food banks ?, (20/04/15) 
 
The Guardian 
-The Guardian view on general election year: a serious choice for Britain, (04/01/15) 
-Our monarchy is powerless and would remain that way under King Charles, (05/02/15) 
-Many ‘English issues’ are Scottish ones too. That’s why the SNP’s MPs will vote on them (8/2/2015) 
-Should it be necessary to be British to vote in the EU referendum ?, (22/05/15) 
-The year the grassroots took on the powerful – and won, (28/12/14) 
-We, the Scottish people, cannot now be ignored, (09/15/15) 
-Labour must be the party of ambition as well as compassion, (09/05/15) 
 
Chicago Tribune 
-Shy of votes, House GOP Drops Planned Vote on Abortion Bill, (22/01/15) 
 
The Daily Telegraph 
-Scottish  independence : The Queen is urged to intervene, (09/09/14) 
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-I’d rather be skint in London than rich in Hull, (20/05/15) 
-Let’s stop spouting these clapped-out – and patronizing – clichés about the North, (03/01/15) 
-Let’s face it: On Twitter, we all have the viral urge that ‘killed’ the Queen, (07/06/15) 
-Nigel Farage’s caution: why Ukip will always be Lidl, not Tesco, (09/12/14) 
 
Independent on Sunday 
-We are being lied to about immigration – it is politicians, not migrants, who have run down our public services, 
(14/12/14) 
 
Daily Mail 
-New low for the BBC ? Bosses creating show which pitches jobless, under-employed and minimum wage 
workers against each other in battle to win £15,000, (27/05/15) 
 
The independent 
-Not only is Liz Kendall a shy Tory, but her words are also likely to appeal to racists, (04/06/15) 
-Britain needn’t withdraw from the world stage, but we need a vision, (30/05/15) 
 
Sunday Herald 
-The prize for Yes is a better country…it is a simple as that, (04/05/14) 
 
Scotland on Sunday 
-Delivering the Holyrood  we deserve, (07/06/15) 
 
The Herald 
-SNP hierarchy: we could back labour plan to replace Lords with elected Senate, (24/01/15) 
 
The Economist 
-Don’t go that way, (03/01/15) 
 
Los Angeles Times 
-Hey, GOP: Using Carly Fiorina to attack Hillary Clinton could backfire, (26/01/15) 
 
Huffingtonpost.com 
-Take Note, GOP: Affordable Health Care Important to Latino Voters, (07/05/15) 
-Many Clinics Likely To Close As Federal Appeals Court Upholds Texas Abortion Restrictions, (09/06/15) 
-Justice Department Voting Rights Proposal Could Make A Huge Difference For Native Americans, (28/05/15) 
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